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POLL NEWS
Turn to the sport page for the dope
on. the new football poll to itart in the

HE WOO STER VOICE

.

next issue.

VIC DANCE
There will be a Student Senate vie
dance Saturday evening in Babcock basement, from
S-I- l.

t

OHIO, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,

Big Four Drive

Number 2

104,2

Freshman Girls Receive Honorary Appointments
As Temporary Presidents of the Girls' Dorms

Set For Sept. 27

HEADQUARTERS U.S. AIR
FORCES IN INDIA
TENTH U. S. AIR FORCE
New Delhi, India
June 9, 1942
Mr. Norvin Hein,

'

Ewing Christian College,
Allahabad, India.
Dear Mr. Hein:
It is with great pleasure that I take
this opportunity of thanking you and
your associates for the magnificent
manner in which you have gone to
the assistance of the members of the
Tenth Air Force stationed at Alla
habad,
I am informed that you and your
friends have been largely responsible
for the splendid morale existing
among this group, and I want you to
understand that I, and through me
the entire Army is greatly apprecia
tive of your effort's.
Yours sincerely,
s Lewis H. Brereton
LEWIS H. BRERETON
Major General United
States Army

Representatives
Set For Friday

--
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Since only two people have been
nominated for each position a prim
ary vote was unnecessary. Those who
were nominated and are candidates
for election are Margo Drury, and
Bets Pond for the girls and Frank
Smith and Jim Thompson for the
boys.

Each of the candidates have sent
in their statements of policy which
appear here below:
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Courtesy Record

Senate Sets Date
For Annual Hop;
Calls For Scripts
d
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Pictured above are the newly ap
pointed house presidents in the freshman girls' dorms. These positions are
honorary and are held for a period
of about one month until the girls
have a better chance to get acquainted
with each other.
From left to right above are: Miss
Thelma Nelson from Louisville, O.,
prexy of Miller Manor; Miss Lois
Wieland of Lakewood, prexy of Kor-ne- r
Klub; Miss Cynthia Simmonds
from Springfield, Pa., president of
Colonial Club; and Miss Lila May
Walkden of Olmstead Falls, president
of Hoover Cottage.

Students May Take
Vocational Interests
And Aptitude Tests
All students interested in taking a
group of Vocational Interest and Aptitude Tests will have the opportunity
extended to them on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings, Sept. 29 and 30,
from 7:00 to 9:00 in rooms 108 and
112 Kauke hall. The price will be
one dollar to cover the cost of material and scoring.

The series will include the follow
for the annual Christmas formal in
noted edu
ing tests: for Vocational Interest, the
order to clear the ways for a '
cator, lecturer and author will be the
Senior Prom, which may be Kuder Preference Record and the
chapel speaker on Wednesday, Sept
set early in order to include the great Strong Vocational Interest Test; for
23. Dr. White is head of the Depart'
number of senior men who will grad mechanical aptitude, the Minnesota
ment of Geology and Geography at
then and leave for the armed Paper Form Board Test and the Ben
Western Reserve university as well as uate
forces immediately after graduation.
nett Mechanical Comprehension Test;
Director of the Cleveland Council on
Color Day has been tentatively for clerical aptitude, the Chicago ClerRelations. In explain
ical Test; also included will be tests
ing his views on? international rela- planned for April 30, and due to the
in the natural and social sciences.
tions he employs both economic and war conditions the traditional May
Each student taking these testj will
political geography, arid shows the Queen banquet and dance have been
be
required to take all of these tests
part they play in the present world abolished.
except in the case of the vocational
conflicts. He has traveled extensively
and mechanical tests where they will
and in 1938 attended the Eightth
be given their choice between the
Wooster was kept alive in the minds Pan American Conference in Lima,
Kuder and Strong tests and the Min
and hearts of her men serving in the Peru. Many fine compliments have
and Bennett tests. Results of
nesota
'armed forces this summer by a chatty, been made concerning Dr. White's

Dr. Langdon

C. White,

pre-holid- ay

Inter-America-

n

Men In Service

Get Home News

Woosterite Wins

random publication called appropriately, "On the Land, In the Air, and
On the Sea". It was published at in,
tervals and sent out free by the Alum,
ni office chiefly under the editing
hand of Peggy Mull, '40.
It started out as a summer substi
tute to fill the gap left by the "Voice"
but immediately it took a place all
its own. Now it is the personalized
news sheet for all Wosterians in the
Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast
Guard, also including Army nurses,
WAAC's, WAVE's and even C.O.'s
So far there have been two issues
The first a two page feeler, full of
summer school and army chitchat,
.brought such an encouraging volume
of enthusiastic comment and news
that the second issue, just off the
press, is a full five pages.
campus news it includes
. Besides
excerpts from letters of Wooster men
in the armed forces, telling of what
they are doing in training and fight
ing.
Louis Roman, '39, possibly the
only Wooster man in the Paratroups
(training) explains that queer feeling
before a jump, saying, "this sensa
tion, I believe,- is caused by the fact
that man wasn't made to jump out of
- ff
i
i
airplanes.
Ralph Carl, 31, who is in the Sig
nal Corps lays, that Kenarden kitchen
experience stood him in good stead
on K.P. duty. "The other fellows were
practically struck dumb at my speed
at dish washing. It is fine being looked
up to but notwhen it means being
stuck with washing all the dishes and
silverware for 276 men for three
meals. The meals are excellent and
we get all the seconds we can hold,
-

f
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New Schedule Plan Will
lirls' Chorus Flans
Eliminate Conflicts
Seasonal Programs
Of Meetings

v
This Friday, Sept. 18, the junior
class will go to the polls to elect two
Student Senate representatives to fill
the vacancies created by the failure
of Paul Churton and Betsy Warner
to return to school this fall. The election will be held in the Senate room
in Kauke from 8:4' a.m until 4:30
p.m.
A plea has been made for the
juniors to turn out at the polls in
f ull strength -- so that they may feel
that they are sharing in one phase of
our democratic way ef life for which
we are so desperately fighting to maintain.'

The Student Senate last Monday
Frank Smith: "If elected, I'll do
tentatively
set the date for the Gum
my best to help make Wooster a col
Shoe
of Feb.
Hop
as the week-enlege of which we can be truly proud."
13 and 14, 1943, which will be one
Jim Thompson: "If elected, .I'll do week before the scheduled
Winter
my best to carry out any assignment
Recess. Scripts for the Hop in order
given me.
that they may be properly jtfdged
Margo Drury: "As Senator I would and cast before the Christmas holitry to bring a closer relationship be days, must be submitted for final judg
tween the students and the Senate so ing by Nov. 23.
that this governing body will be truly
"Aspiring cheerleaders should try- the voice of the people it represents."
out Saturday afternoon on the main
Bets Pond: "I cannot state a defin
gym floor; trials for the three womite policy to which I will absolutely
en's positions will start at 1 p.m., for
conform; however, if elected, I will
the three boy's positions at 1:30 p.m.
try to fulfill the duties of a Senator of
Boys from all classes are eligible. The
the student body."
tryouts will be judged by a committee
of four, consisting of: Johnny Clay,
Student Senate president; Tony
It is important now, more than Dr. White
head of the M.S.G.A., either
ever before, that Wooster students
Phoebe ..Houser , or Bea Lockwood,
""continue "'to "support the Big Four in
On Inter-AmericW.S.G.A. leaders, and a head of the
the annual financial drive
Lenore Dunlap will head the comRelations in Chapel athletic department
mittee to collect pledges, from all the
The Senate has relinquished plans
dormitory girls. Betty Steiner will be
in charge of town students. Bob More,
land will head the Kenarden group
and Dick Craven will be head of the
group in Douglass,
It has just been announced that
the drive will get off to a flying start
with a dinner for all solicitors on
Sept. 25, at Babcock hall.

Club's Schedules

Election of Two

-

(

--

Definite plant have now 'been
formed for the annual Big Four financial drive. As was previously announced, the drive will actually get
under way on Sunday, Sept. 27, and
last through Oct. 3. The goal has
been set at 1750 and a strenuous attempt will be made to meet this goal
through student and faculty pledges.
The money will be used to sponsor
"Wooster in India". Each year Woos:
ter students and faculty succeed in
raising funds to sponsor one Wooster
graduate "as an instructor in Ewing
Christian College, in Allahabad, India. This Wooster representative has
always done important work, but now,
under present world conditions, this
work assumes even greater impor- tance. This is illustrated by a letter
received by Wooster's representative.
Norvin Hein, '37, from Major Gen
eral Lewis H. Brereton of the U. S.
Army.

personality and sincerity and his mes
sage to the student-bod- y
next Wednes
day ..should prove exceptionally valu
able.

Index Editor Schedules
Freshman Pictures For
September 28 and 29

"Purple Heart

these tests will be given in a personal
interview with either Prof. Wilford
Lieut. Charles B. Gutheridge, '38, L. Sharp of the psychology departWooster's first man to be decorated in ment or Mr. Arthur F. Southwick,
the World War II, recently received regwtrar.
the order of the "Purple Heart" in
the first war citations f Americans in
Europe.

The award came as recognition for
his part as Air Corps Gunner in a
raid during which he' was wounded
She may be a honey at a prom or
Freshman pictures for the Index over Le Trait, France. Lieut. Guthe
the races, God's gift to a stymied senwill be taken Sept. 28 and 29. All ridge received his training at Tampa,
wonder. But how will
ior, a week-enfreshmen have been asked to sign the Fla.
she rate when the chips are down and
lists in their dormitory dining halls in
As yet there has been no report of you can't go back to the boys' and
groups of nine, to arrive at ten min
any other Wooster boys who have ei books? Every' college man should ask
ute intervals. The place will be an,
himself this question; it's important
ther been decorated or wounded.
nounced later.
as the quantum theory, vital as Men
It is very important that everyone
;
del's law.
signs and appears at his scheduled
Naturally it's best not to have the
Give
Club
to
time, since a professional photog
little woman back seat drive while
rapher is coming for ' those days,
you are checking off her plusses and
There will be no other chance for
minuses on this chart. If certain parts
freshman pictures. If it is impossible
her personality are address unof
Inter-CluCouncil is
b
The Women's
for any freshman to come at one o
known
to you, score 'em zero till time
these scheduled times, he should see planning a tea for all Sophomore writes the figure. Above all,, be perMarie Thede in the Index office. All women Saturday, Sept. 19, from 3:30 sonal. This table is adjusted for you
9 p.m., in Babcock lounge. Each
town students will be notified person. to
and you alone, so don't let the boys
Sophomore girl will receive an invi
the back room befuddle you. After
tation to, attend the tea, and the time in
the bells, you'll be . paying the bills,
of the invitations will be so arranged
so the goods had better be worth 'em.
Federation Starts Sale
so that 40 Sophomores will be present
Poll Ratings
Of Co-o- p Concert Tickets in each half hour period.
The poll rates companionship 105
Hostesses will be five members from
points out of a possible 500. But if
each of the six clubs, with the presiyou go for other values,
the
Co:
Tickets for the
dent of each club in the receiving scale
- knock it down.
accordingly
cert Series to be held this year, as b
line. The advisers to the clubs will
Under the companionship heading
fore, ' under the sponsorship of the
preside at the tea table.- come rthJT qualities of consideration,
Wooster Federation of Music will be
fun, loyalty, tolerance, good cheer,
The officers of the Inter-Cluon sale for those who have not yet ob
tained them in the music room oh Council are Mary Jane Benson, pres etc. Here especially you want to play
Friday, Sept. 18, from noon until 10 ident; and Lois Kolmorgen, secretary. down the Casanova in you. Be clini
Riddle is head of the com cal. Don't give the gal top rating for
p.m. The price of each ticket is 2.30 Mary-Ancharge
consideration if she only turns it on
of the tea.
mittee in
plus tax.
.
.

Heads

.

Reception For Sophs

--

Co-operati-

With 23 new voices, the Wooster
Girls' Chorus, under the direction of
Miss Eve Richmond, has begun prepI
for its season's concerts. The
aration
t
first appearance of the chorus this year
will be on Oct. 23, in connection with
the dedicatory services of the new
Conservatory of Music, Men hall.
In place of the usual sacred, con
cert, a short vesper service before
Christmas is pIanned,This will enable graduating senior members to
participate. A tentative date, Nov,
29, has been set for the service to be
held at the First Presbyterian church
of Wooster.
Officers
The officers for this year are as
follows: president, Jean Stratton; vice
president and manager, Eileen Palmer; secretary-treasureGloria Spen
cer. The advisory board consists of
Priscilla Hughes, senior; Ruth Gilbert,
junior; Marian Saunders, sophomore.
On the discipline committee are Jean
Stratton and Priscilla Hughes, seniors;
The - 34th session of - the Congres. and Catherine Compton, junior, The
sional club convened Monday, Sept, sophomore member has not yet been
selected.
7th. The session included the general
New Members
It
L
e
.
..
organization ror me coming year,
The new members admitted after
with the traditional thesis by the
tryouts are: first sopranos, - Margaret
speaker, Bob West; his subject for Goldsmith, Betty
Lou Good, Jean
the evening was, 'The Summer of Johnson, Betty
Miller, Marjorie Ryd-- ,
1942 and Congressional." The new
strom, and June Sider; second so
members who took the oath of mem- pranos, Ruth Bauman,
Eleeta Brown,
bership were: Representatives Dave Ann Frazier,
Wanda Hess, Lauralynn
Neely, Bob Kerr, John Stranahan, Parkerson, Peggy
Stoll, and Tillie
Ralph Miller, Gordon Gray, Dale Walker; first altos, Mary
Beebe, Sarah
Hudson, John Renner, Don Meisel,
Jean Ferguson, Margaret King, MarFred Evans, and Benton Kline. The garet Stewart, Margaret Tewksbury,
Congressional club was oragnized by and Betty Geesling;
second altos,
Dr. Scovel in 1908, for a group of Grace Agricola,
Jane McDonald, Betstudents, who studied local, national, ty Morgan, and Ruth Rohrabaugh.
and international problems. The officers for the coming year are:
Speaker Bob West, Chaplain John
Mellint Thesis Chairman Glenn Bryan, Clerk John Bathgate, and Treas
urer Al Linnell. Representatives Meisel
was elected sergeant-at-armand according to tradition will give, a short
thesis at the next meeting. He will
Ten naval cadets became honorary
speak on, "Wind Currents and Air
members
of Kenarden I last Sunday,
Connections in the Congressional
Chamber". The next meeting on Sept, Sept. 13. The cadets who have been
here since the beginning of this
27, will include a symposium, lead by
have been living in Kenarden
semester
Representatives Kerr and Neely.
train-inI while taking their
They were pledged as members
on Sunday, Sept. 6 and were formally
inducted last Sunday. They will have
all the privileges due members of the
Due
said club as long as they remain on
the campus.
All juniors and seniors interThe names of the cadets who were
ested in working for honors must
inducted are: Ned D. Sheetz, Richard
hand in their applications to
P. Culbertson, John P. Witter, James
Dr. Rebecca Thayer by Sept. 25.
W. Bullock, Ward E. Eckstein, Rod-ge- r

ff

Bob West Opens

re-adju-
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Year's Activities
Of Congressional

-
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Cadets Receive
Membership in
Beta Kappa Phi

pre-flig-

ht

g.

Honors Applications
by Next Friday

These aplicatiohs must be
signed by the head of the department in which the work is to be
'
done.

Poll Ratings of Prospective Brides
Indicate Wedding Bells or Farewells
d

Student Senate
Will Organize

.

eral clubs.

.Clubs Draw Numbers
The procedure to be followed in the
arranging of the meeting hours is
necessaruy an aroirrary one. i n ciuos
will be segregated according to the
number of meetings held during the
week or month. Then a representative
of each club will draw a number from
a hat number 1 being given first
choice of the available after dinner
hours, number 2 second choice and
so on down.
Since there will undoubtedly not be
enough hours during the week nights
to make it possible for all clubs to
hold their meetings at separate hours,
any duplication will be between dubs
whose common membership is very
small or least likely of duplication.
Drawings Next Week
Thus if each campus organization
holding evening meetings will send a
representative to the drawing which
will be held some time next week the
confusing conflicts of the past can be
corrected.

Johnny Clay, president of the Sen
ate, thinks that, "If the full cooperation of all the clubs concerned is re-ceived, the confusing conflicts of ther
past can'- be resolved." Each campus
organization will be notified of the
hour and place of the drawing which
will be held sometime next week.
-

W.C. A. Presents
Devotional Program

Y.

At Babcock Meeting

The Y. W. C A. presented a pro
gram of devotional readings and songs
D. Glasgow, Raymond D. Vach-on- , at its first meeting of the year last
Clyde E. Fitzpatrick, Stephen E. night in lower Babcock.
Ferega, and Jack Haerle.
Freshman women were introduced
George Hackett, president of Ken to the organization last Wednesday
arden I, said that the main reasort evening, Sept. 9, when they
attended
for taking the cadets in as members the annual
pop
of the section was to help aclimate corn
party. The program began with
them to the social life on the Wooster an original dance, "A Traversity
of
campus.
,
the1' Maypole Dance" presented
by
Lenore Dunlap.
Big-Sister-Little-Si-

.

for you. If she beats her little brother
or nags the dog, drop her but quick,

Under the leadership of President
ohn Clay the Student Senate under
took the initiative this fall to attempt a reorganization of the club
schedules. The clubs will be invited
to participate in this reorganization
at a meeting which will take place
some time next week, time and place
to be announced.
Before the close of school last spring
v i
.1
t
f
r
uic uiuucni kjciuiic ptuxu a resolution to attempt, in the fall, a more
satisfactory scheduling of dub meet
ing times. The need for such a move
is quite apparent to any person be- onging to more than one campus or
ganization which meets in the evening. In the past each club has been
allowed to arrange its own meeting
time and consequently those students
with a variety of activities were often
orced to make a choice between sev

ster

.

Speech Dept. Schedules
"Pure as Driven Snow"
As Autumn Production

Mamie Thomas, president, briefly
outlined the aims of the Y.W. for
the coming year and introduced the
believe in bird brains, skip this. Sub
other members of the cabinet who ex- heads allocate 10 points for such vir
Iainst sm
eerfv iaM Ik m Jk
nn
j
tues as talent, sbookiness, and critical
planned.
with
meeting
The
ended
Dr. Delbert G. Lean, head of the
aptitude. You can adjust these accord
led by Evelyn Cotton,
group
singing
speech
department,
has
announced
ing to your own grades in college. Or
during which popcorn was distributed
perhaps throw the points to the dis that two plays have been selected for by the cabinet members.
position category which includes such presentation this year.
points as: can she bake, a cherry pie,
"Pure as the Driven Snow" will be
and has she discovered what a really given as the homecoming play; the
great man you are. Breeding, beauty, casting for this
Office
melo
and health total 135, though again drama requires eight men and five
you may go all out for the Babe Did women.
rickson type or prestige a la Vander
"Arsenic and Old Lace" will be
bilt. Be your own adding machine.
The dean's office announced this
presented some time during the sec
Don't Call the Jewelers, Yet
ond semester but a definite date has week that for this semester a new
But even if she's scored a royal 500, not yet been decided.
system will be introduced for record
ing and notifying students about
don't call the jewelers yet. Now come
chapel cuts.
the deductions. Is she nagging, ailing,
selfish, bossy, lazy, vain, untidy, cat' A chart will be placed n the office
Bills Due
ty? Does she smoke and does she
of the dean on which a record of the
chew? Plus, of course, your, own pet
cuts will be recorded for all students.
aversions like breeding orchids or
The treasurer's office wishes to re The cuts will be posted on Monday
keeping a spittoon in the parlor, mind those students who have yet un for the previous week.
J
These" all have their individual point paid bills that they are now overdue,
This system has been introduced to
age and you can't be really sure until All those who did not pay the full cut down on the time necessary foe
they've been subtracted. Now that you amount at the beginning of the se- recording and mailing notices of cuts
do know: forget gals under 350, lin mester should check with their par to students.' Also the students will.be
ger longer from 350 to 400, anything ents to make sura this matter has been able to see at any time just how many
attended to.
(Continued on Page 4)
cuts he or she has.
Then, of course, there's intelligence,
which the author rates 90; but if you

old-fashion-

ed

.

Unpaid

,
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YEA& the students on this campus
LAST
were overjoyed by the fact that the col'
lege was at last erecting a Student Union
building that would house a new book store,
a place to dance and get light refreshments,
and a new music room. We all watched the
building as it slowly took form. We all spec
ulated on the good times that we would have
evenings would
and. how our "nothing-to-do- "
be solved.

'

1

Back to our boys in the service , ., r BRUCE
captain was on the
POWERS, '41,
his wife. He is now
Saturday
with
campus last
2nd "looie" in the Marine Air Corps . . .
HOWARD SHAW, '40, who used to stir us
with his marvelous musical talent in the chapel
J
has attained the rank of Sgt. and is
A. J. SAALFIELD, JR., '42,
in Alaska.
is stationed, at Fort Meade, Maryland, where
he is a "looie" in the infantry . . . "SPOOK
STEINER has just left for Bloomfield, Pa.,
where he is taking his primary training for
the Navy Air Corps . . . BILL SHINN, who
was to be this year's football captain but was
caught by the draft and scholastic difficulties
is also a member of the Naval Air Corp and
is at the present time awaiting call . . . .
better known as
JOHNNY..SHRIVER, .
"Jocko" is with the Army Engineers at Fort
Leonard Wood . . . JAMES PARKS, '44, the
s
combo,
other half of the Parks-Kres- s
deluxe, is now teaching the girls down
around Fort McClellan, Alabama a few tricky
steps, with a vocation as pvt. in the army as a
sideline . . . PROF. ROY I. GRADY has rewarden of one
cently been appointed
County,
Wayne
districts
Wooster,
the
0.,
in
of
U.S.A.
JAMES ROWE, '44, who used
to wow Wooster audiences with his performances in the annual Gum Shoe Hop is now a
pvt. in Uncle Sammy's forces and is stationed
at Fort Francis E. Warren, Wyoming.

"Homan, the Range" is full of vitalizing
victuals this week, so just keep your eye on
the social smoke!
SEVENTH SECTION will be ROASTING WEINERS in Highland Park on Friand later at Dougday evening from 6:30-11- ,
lass they'll broil their remaining dogs around-hot VIC. Then Glenn Bryan's fryin' a SEC-

OND SECTION HAYRIDE

make the necessary repairs.
has gone on record as being
willing to let the students appoint a committee
to select records for the machine,' if the col'
lege can buy the recorder from the company.
college

The management

is finally endeavoring to
price of food sold by the re

bring down the
freshment stand. So far there has been little
complaint concerning the quality of the food,
but there have been many complaints about
the service. It . is true that the kitchen is too
small, yet there could be better organization
in spite of the handicap of limited space.
very appreciative of . this
new building and we realize that the admin'
istration has worked hard to raise the money
to build a Student Union. We are willing to
overlook the mistaka made through inexperience, but we would like to see the Student
Union fulfill its purpose.
are-

-

,

--

from

JACK MELLIN

--

ing of Dec. 7. Doolittle was seitt tn a
trek to Tokio. This was successful as
a "save face" tactic for the American
Public, but its military significance
was nil. It prompted the Nipponese to '
move in with stronger .fortifications
on the Aleutians and to mop up some
of the "possible Allied bases" in
China. It would seem we lost some
yardage on that play.
Too, the
WAAC's and the WAVE's have been
organized, possibly as a venture to
scare Mussolini into quitting the war.
I hear one of the WAVE's has a new
book out entitled, "The Man's Place
"in the Present Conflict". Oh the horrors of modern warfare. No more can
you be sure of escaping the wife by
joining the army.

,

a

Allied Advance
The Allied advance on the Solomons has proved to the world that
the "jazz crazy" American boys can
do some serious fighting when they
care to. This move was intended to
eliminate enemy bases too close to
Australia, but as usual the Japs have
an answer for it. At this writing the
"Sons of the Sun" are moving onto
Port Moresby with considerable success.

'

7:30-10:3- 0

on Friday evening. Also on the hay at
this same favored hour, Sixth will ride in all.
its glory.
On the same afternoon the PEANUTS will
share a little of their extracurricular mental
vitamins with the officers of the other clubs
at BRIDGE in lower Babcock beginning at
4:15. The SPHINX will have Mrs. Hole
cookin with gas for their SPAGHETTI SUPER at 5:30; and the DOMINOES are steaming up an overnight stay at the W. A. A.
CABIN on Friday night, and the TRUMPS
will walk out and stay out, at the cabin Saturday night. Monday evenjng the PYRAMIDS will follow the scent o f food t o
the FARM DAIRIES. The INTERCLUB
COUNCIL is making plans to have the Sopho- mores staggering (forty at a time) into Babcock for TEA on Saturday afternoon from
3:30-5:0This brewin' will be a preliminary,
to the stewin' of rushing and pledging.
Saturday night offers two completely different diets with an apportioned number of cam'
pus calories. For those who ha ve indigestion
from jam, the Y.M. and Y.W. are giving
and for those
.HAYRIDE from
whose gasjets don't function so well, there
VIC DANCE in
will be an
lower Babcock from 8' 11. With a little
pressure cookin' the Freshmen ought not to be
quite so green after this week-en-

V

7:00-10:3-

0;

ALL-COLLEG- E

d.
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BEST -- SMELLERS

Nor have the English been dormant. They have carried the air war
to Germany in one thousand plane
raids. On occasions they have sent ambassadors into French coastal towns
to look around. Still the most important British contribution at the
present time is their defense in Egypt.
True they bequeathed to Rommel 'the
"silly old desert", but they are defending to the end the "bloody old
Nile". Wendell Willkie, who "yet
struts and frets his hour upon the
stage", claims that English gains in
Africa during the past weeks mark,
in his opinion, are the turning point
of the war, "Rommel is in a hole" says
Wilkie, and Wendell ought to know
what that condition is like when he
sees it.

A certain gambler was so
he cheated himself.

Egypt Battle Still Rage
Still the battle in Egypt is being
fought not only on the desert, but
also on the sea lanes over which both
armies must bring their" supplies.
Through Greece and Crete the Nazis
have far shorter routes than have the
British and Americans. Here again
the Russian battle must be taken into
consideration as a Russian defeat
would release planet with which Rom.

tossed in his sleep

"What is your favorite sport, Doc?"
"Sleighing."

flict to a close. However, we must
guard against defeating the enemy on
paper before he is beaten on the bat,
tle field- .-

"I mean aside from business."
Thought for the week;

-

--- --

Sure, taxes are high, but we don't have to dodge bombs on our way

Various Classes
Show Happiness

to the postoffice to pay them.
.

When a girl

As School Opens

sneezes

she's catching cold. And when she yawns, she's

got cold.
N

The landlady brought in a plateful of extremely thin slices of bread
and butter, which rather dismayed her hungry men boarders.
"Did you cut these, Mrs. Brown?" asked one.
"Yes I cut them," came the stern reply.
"Oh," went on the boarder. "AH right I'll shuffle and deal."

"Are you positive the defendant was drunk?" asked the judge.
"No doubt about it," growled the officer.
"Why are you so certain?".

n

"

n

freshmen wandering about giving
their new home a thorough examination to size up the new worlds they
have come to conquer.
Yes, College Has Started
Yes, college has really started attain.
For some of us it is merely a continuation of our own private Shangri-La- ,
but for others it is a brand new
existence. And for all, it is the start
of a new and
year. Let's
take a brief look at our college world
that will grow to mean so much to the
.newcomers and already does mean
very much to the rest.
To Gain Knowledge ""
College
is a place from which we
.
will gain a great dear of knowledge
booth and otherwise. It is a
place where life-lonfriendships will
be established. It is a place from
whose halls will come laughter, scorn,
tears (exams), and eternal - and inevitable noise. It will offer us books
to cram over, friends to laugh with,
teams to cheer for . . . win or lose,
lawns to loll upon. It will give us mid- .night snacks, endless bull sessions,
dances and parties, picnics and movies, plays and good old loafing. It
will send us to the Shack, to the
Student Union, to the Stadium, to
Chapel, to Scott auditorium for plays
as well as to Kauke, Scovel, Severance, and Taylor for classes. It will
make us work (classes here, you will
find, require work; you can't slide
through Wooster), make us play
(football, basketball, golf, tennis, etc.)
make us dance (every week-enin
Babcock or the gym), and make us
live. Yes, college has a life of its
d

...

g

d

own.

.

'GNOME
crooked that even when he

i

By

We all hold fond hopes that this
fourth year may bring the world con-

fun-fille-

er

,

mel could continue his advance. No
Rommel isn't licked yet. Once before
he made a good "fourth hand bid"
which the English will be a long time
in forgetting:

Another college year has started
and the campus once more springs to
life , . . seniors stroll around feeling
like the lords of the castle (and a
little scared knowing that soon this
life that they have loved for three
long happy years is starting on its
Americans Not Idle
last lap) . , . juniors dancing about
During the past summer the Amer- with that
ican command has not been entirely air . , . sophomores strutting over
idle. Newspapers related accounts of their campus, feeling that the world is
smashing ea- - victories in the Pacific" theirs for at last "they "have leaped the
which have regained for the navy hurdle of
days 7. .
some of the prestige lost on the morn- and lastly but by no means least, the

0.

. .

--

i

.
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WHO WILL FINALLY1
BECOME A MIGHTY
SOPH (SO ME DAY).

under-classme-

By ELEANOR HOMAN

The college has tried to correct these errors,
but so far they have not been able either to -buy the record machine, in order to repair it,
nor have they been able to get the company
from which they rent the record machine to

We students

,

9

can be heard across the floor.

fFft8H

established-upper-classme-

...

The dancing has been somewhat curtailed
by the fact that the record player is either out
of order or the music is so faint that it hardly

.

-

2,

However the enrollment could be approxi'
mately estimated two weeks before school
opened. Perhaps the shift to the scientific
courses was not expected, yet many of the
courses for which one could not obtain a
book were not the scientific courses.

--

By

air-rai- d

cannot be entirely
The
blamed on the administration because many of
the professors failed to notify the bookstore
management about the' books they were plan
ning to use this semester. Some of the profes-sor- s
did not make up their minds until the
present semester had already jgot under .way.

Tft

The great second World War is
now entering its fourth year. So far
the Russians have done most of the
land fighting for the United Nations
in their battle for the four freedoms.
England and the United States have
deemed it tactful to supply the Soviets with war materials to keep them
in the fray until British and American "big wigs" can formulate plans
for a second front. However, threats
of the new western offensive seemingly have failed to worry "Little
Adolph", and his Russian campaign
continues. Now deep in Russia at the
very gates of Stalingrad two powerful
armies are locked. Both are fighting
against time. Both are anxiously looking about for signs of the first snowfallthe Red army in hopeful anticipation; the Brown army with an ominous dread. The Russian winter did
the job before. The hope is that it
will do it again.

jitter-bugger-

books

DEDICATED

CURRENT COMMOTIONS

:

'-4-

;

to the scientific courses.

of

...

...

as quickly as in former years. Also
there has been a definite shift by the students

i

OBTAIN WHAT
HE REALLY
CAME HERE TO

f-

ex-trac- k

books

.

I
1

TO EVERYONE

Scotsmen in the Service

The new bookstore that was to give speedy
action has failed to do so. In fact books for
many courses could not be obtained. In de'
fense of the management it. is only fair to"
say that the enrollment was uncertain, and
that there are many difficulties in obtaining

lack

WHO RI&HTFULLX
"HAT
rTO ALL frIRLS
AND SAYS "HELLO"

iTIPS HIS

,

.

r

n

fashion and we could carry them around the
campus where everyone could see what we
were doing.

The grand opening finally came and we all
rushed to the new Student Union and were
dazzled by the soft rugs,. the indirect lights,
and the other modern equipment. The book'
store. was supposed to solve the problems of
overcrowding and waiting that were so tor'
menting in the old bookstore, the dance floor
was supposed to provide the 'students with
s
place to dance; and the refresh'
a
ment stand was supposed to be a place where
students could go when they got tired. of the
monotonous dorm diet and wanted a quick'
cheap meal. So far the management of the
Student. Uniph ...has. failed to
any degree of success, any of these benefits.

The

-

chirp-drumm-

What have the Wooster women done? We
have kitted several sweaters because it was the

first-clas-

,

--

DREARILV
STRIVES T6

h

include-speciali-

ienriindHwhidrmeans-many-extra-4iour6-G-

Correction Please

"

the Tearful
SOPHS

WHO

Jr?f
ni4Ste

movies nearly everytime the

teaching and preparation.

-

WHO SUFFERS
PURSUIT BY

zed
instruction--whicto
is essential to the reserve and navy

dule
"Its-sche-

Eather Robinaon, Ruth Twitchell, Elinor Ehrman, Carolyn
Berwick, Corienne Cop pock, Carol Reed, Betty Ruaaell. Janet
llani-MiU-

!

Our Wooster men are in all branches of active
service and reserve training; they are being
trained to better fitness right here on the cam'
pus every day. Our faculty has rearranged

m,

both broke last

com-mxss'iu- H

...

quires two hours a week and no equipment
nor experience, and which will train us as
nurses' aides ready to assist at any hospital
Yet our country is continually calling for those
with nurses' training and this is our chance to
take one small step in the right direction.

Betir Ron, Joe Bindley, Betty Witerhoiue,

of September
p

op'
portunity presents itself, but we are too busy
to enroll in a nurses' aide course which re'

Auditor

Jane Adams.

biggest events in the month

two

erf the Glenn Miller outfit
The most important was the breaking-uwhich hat existed for too long a time already. Glenn receives a
in the army, and the rest of the boys will shift for themselves, but
there are rumors that Tex Beneke may front the band.
'
The saddest thing we've heard yet was the announcement that Frank
Sinatra, leading vocalist with the Dofsey outfit, and current heart beat
of every teen age female, will leave the band and start his own outfit.
Frank may find this a lot bigger job than he can handle (ask Jack Leonard).
t
Also a real loss to the band itself,
Buddy Rich, Tommy's drummer, will ody. Orchids to Helen Forrest for her
leave for the army in a short time. Ir swell vocals with the Harry James
is doubtful if Dorsey can ever find a outfit. If you like this type of
that will kick like Rich did ing listen to their latest release, "I
Cried For You".
on Ellman's trumpet.
Since the Senior Class has decided
Looking over Downbeat the other
night I was amazed to find an article to have their prom this semester we
panning Benny Goodman unmerci- - may very humbly suggest a few bands
fully. (It cuts me to the quick!) The for the said dance: Les Brown, with
reason or cause for such an article is a superb punching sax section, good
not apparent but it appears to be brass and taste for arrangements is a
a typical Downbeat custom to pan the good bet for any dance; Bob Chester
favorites in order to sell more copies might be considered also but is not
of said magazine.
Witness Harry in the same class with Brown; Georgie
James, Stan Kenton, Jimmy Dorsey, Auld (down in the lower brackets of
Artie Shaw, and Duke Ellington, all price) leads the cheaper bands in the
of whom according to Downbeat at fray with his superb tenor .playing
one time or another have been lousy and some fine new jump arrange-an- d
are doomed to certain failure, menu; Charlie Spivak with Davy
So much for the beef section of this Tough on drums is turning out some
very solid stuff, especially since he
column.
swell
took
the mute off that horn and
Heard a
new record the other
night entitled "After Hours" by Er- - blows it wide open; also Alvino Rey
.would be
jkmeJawkiMeaturmgYeryJarwithheou
rish on piano, with a slow intro of a a solid attraction at any dance. This
good beat and lots of chords. He could go on and on, and it has, so
lapses into boogie backed by a su- - please take all suggestions in good
perb bass listen for the soft clinkers faith and disregard them as you prob- '
just before the band picks up the mel- - ably will anyway,

p
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JOHN STALKER

week.

Granted that Wooster is a anall, inland,
college town; still, it isn't the townspeople's
place to wake us up; we should be taking the
lead in women's defense activities for the en'
tire town.
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SWINGMATISMS

By Bob Burns

The

women are not pulling their
share of the load in the national war
effort. We hear rumors of compulsory gym forLjacrs, we- laugh over the obstacle
course, we gaze after an occasional uniformed
figure which wanders across the campus, we
write letters twice a week to Johnny down
south; but Wooster is a dreamy college on the
hill, in Old Ohio with its farms and presi'
dents. And so we drift along in a co'ed haze.

;
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Lib Uses New System

The library this semester is introducing a new system of notifying students of overdue books. In the files
of the lib will be kept a schedule from
every student to facilitate the notifying of students who have overdue
books.
Those students who are registering
for their second, third, or fourth
times must have noticed and wondered about the addition of a sched- ule slip marked library report slip.
This slip will be kept in the files of
the lib so that it will be easy to locate
students who have overdue books especially overnight ' books, which are
in great demand.

" ""

"Well'

repfied "the ' officer,
box on Fourth Street, then look up at the clock on the Presbyterian Church
and shout: 'Gawd, I've lost fourteen pounds'!"

The seven ages of a woman the infant, the little girl, the miss, the
young woman, the young woman, the young' woman.

Woosfer's Representative in India
Describes School Life in Allahabad
I've just come back to Allahabad send them. In addition to this, the
after a refreshing hike, several weeks mission has just made me honorary
long, into the wondrous country of superintendent of our local mission
foot
the
school for the blind! "Honorary"
at the source of the Ganges. (It was means I don't get any pay for it;
all very happy "excepting "our" being" "Superintendent" might mean a very "
thrown out by the police when we got important person indeed but really
into an area too near the Tibetan bor- means the fellow who has to serve as '
der.) Allahabad has just suffered the bookkeeper and manage the bank achottest, most miserable month of count. It may come about that a
June within the memory of old in- considerable fraction of my time will
habitants, the temperature having ris- be devoted to work with the Amerien one ofay (while I was gone, thank can troops this year. The soldiers
twenty-thousan-

d

snow-peak- s

goodness) to 122 degrees.. However,
the monsoon rains have broken now
over the parched desert town which
.1 left in early June and I have come
back to a lush city of soft moss and
waving green.
We are starting a new school year
for the college family with a feeling
of gratitude and a little surprise at
being permitted to begin again in the
midst of calm. We have been anticipating that the government might require our buildings for military purposes and take them over, but I find
myself back in Princeton hall just beside our green playing fields and beginning many duties new and old.
Once again I am a warden meaning
jailor to a dormitory full of boys.
The college basketball team is dear to
my heart; we have started evening
practices in spite of the humid weather. I teach the college boys' Sunday
School class at the college church.
The Preston Union Mess, of which
I am the exalted director, serves its
first meal of the year to the new
members this evening in its dining
hall. We have both Hindus, Moslems
and Christians in our eating club.
People of three religions eating together in America wouldn't be anything to remark about but such a
""thing is phenomenal here." The" Student Dramatic club will be mine again
I suppose; if any Woosterians know
of any plays that can be put on by
one hundred men and a girl or better yet no girl at all, for they are
induce them please to
rare here
"

-

here, with a good deal of leisure on
their hands, can make use of the help
of anyone who k n ow s something
about the country and a little of the
language, for they are completely ignorant and lost in this strange environment. The college may arrange
a light teaching schedule for me in
order to give me time to move about
the city making contacts. I count myself lucky to be able to devote myself
even in wartime to the constructive
work of making friends friends of
Americans and Indians.

I saw Wooster once again last
night in a reel of movies, evidently
taken by Dr. Rice, which we showed
r
class in a
to the incoming
welcoming entertainment. Our boys
were intensely interested in the glimpses into studeht life on the
hill so similar and' yet so very different different especially in its imposing buildings and elaborate facilities. Some shots of the Wooster Scots
plunging and tumbling and weaving
up and down the gridiron caught the
eye of the sportsmen among them,
who had never had a chance to see
anything of the American game of
football before. Any old films which
have come to the end of their usefulness at Wooster will enjoy a long, new
life of popularity if sent out here,
and satisfy the curiosity of our men
about the students around the world
who are their friends.
first-yea-

far-awa- y

Sincerely,
,

Norvih Hein
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Coach Swigart Brushes Up Ballhandling For Opener With John Carroll
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In Football Pol
"

Wooster Theatre Offers
Passes to Students
Rating Highest
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Sports Editor
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Each members of the student body
will have the opportunity to try his
luck in the Voice Football Poll. The
poll' is sponsored by the Voice with
the aid of the Wooster Theatre, and
a separate contest will be conducted
in each issue of the paper throughout
the football season.
Contest Rules Given
The procedure of the contest
.
simple. Each issue of the Voice wil
contain a list of carefully chosen
games. The student will nil in the
scores that he, or she, believes wil
occur in the football games. The con
testant who picks all of the winning
teams correctly will take first honors.
irregardless of how far away from the
actual score of the games. Only if
two or more students pick all the win
ners correctly, will the decision revert to the scores chosen, and then
the one who has come nearest to the
-- actual scores will be the winner.
Passes Given For Winners
The winner of each poll will
two passes t o th e W ooster
-- Theatre,, and the runner-u- p
will. re.
ceive one pass. The passes are the
donation of Schine't Theatre. There
will be absolutely no fee connected
with the entry of a ballot, and the
only exertion necessary will be the
filling in of the form and its deposit in one of the boxes that will be
conveniently placed., The decisions
of the judges will be final.
The contest will begin in the next
issue of the Voice. A more complete
and definite list of rules will be given
at that time. re-cei-

ve

t
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Coach Munson Opens

Swimming Practice

If Coach Swigart has worries) about the coining football campaign, as
least he may find consolation in the thought that he probably will pot t
facing those worries next year at this time. If the latest notices from draft
headquarters really mean what they seem to mean, it looks as if we
aft
entering our final season of football for the duration.
jP.jyx

v.y:-:-;"--
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George H. Lahm
JEWELER.
221 East Liberty St,
Parker Pens
Diamonds

The Wayne County

again.

,

Pictured from left to right,' first row, West, Qay, Goheen, Halter, and Coach Swigart, hi the second To

Women's
By

LOIS WILSON

The WAA started early this year to
practice what they preach. They gath.
ered at their cabin on the Saturday
before school started, in time for sup
per. After a grand meal . .
they've started eating already

yes,

,
.

.

.

they had a general meeting in which
were discussed last year's accomplishments and this year's aims. The program for this year is stressing an
activity a day, with regular eating,
regular sleeping, and regular exercise,
for defense.

.

.

With the opening game only nine
days away, Coach Johnny Swigart's
prospects of a repetition of last
yearJs winning team are not looking
too bright. Although a squad of about
fifty men has been reporting for orac
tice, many of these are untried fresh
men and there are only eleven letter
men to build on.

Lehrnin; DiedrickPand

but he will not be eligible for competition this year.
The freshmen candidates this year
are the following: Wilbur Franks of
Wooster, Paul Johnson from Oak
John Gault also from Oak

CITY TAXI
812

.

NIGHT

Lykoe. Courtesy Record

Fifih.Downs.Sixth
By Two Touchdowns

Park,-111.- ,

Park; Paul Finefrock from Wocjster,
Bill Quayle from Bay Village, O.,
Creighton Moon from Upper Sandusky, Jack Benedict from Canton,
Backfield Looks Weak .
Coach Swigart is especially pessi Ed Ward from Wooster, Dick Atkin-so- n
from Pataskala,-- O., and Harold
mistic about his backfield material.
Clark
from Rochester, N.V., line
An already weak crop of ball toters
candidates;
Jack Spurney from Shak.
was further weakened by the trans
Heights,
er
Jim Timanus from Fos- ferring of Andy Goheen, a letterman,
George
toria,
Stocker from Uhrichs- to the University of Cincinnati. An
" and Ed Fulkman from
ville,
Akron.
other setback was received when
backfield
candidates.
V
Chuck Weiss, a back who saw some
service last year, was lost for the season with a broken leg suffered in
practice. Jerry Katherman, a prospec
tive back, is out temporarily with an
injured hip. The return of Norm Wei- busch and the switching of Elg Died- rick from the line may give the back-fielAfter eating the dust of the Brook
some badly needed punch.
lyn Dodger's heels throughout most
of the season, the Cardinals of St'.
Smeltz Suffers Injury
The line, which seems to be as Louis have moved past their rival
strong if not stronger than last year's, club and into first place. It looks like
battle right down to the wire, with
received a blow when John Smeltz,
the
advantage at this stage in the race
varsity tackle, was lost for an indefinapparently
strongly on the side of St.
ite period with an injured knee.
"
:
Louis.
Swigart and staff have been put
ting the squad through rigorous train
They have the advantage of being
ing paces. In addition - to .scrimmag a --"hot''- team ,a tvam whose momening which began last Tuesday, run tum is already up, and they seem to
ning the new obstacle course has been have the drive to carry them on to
added to the daily workout.
' the pennant. The Dodaers on thn
Fourteen freshman men are candi other hand, have cooled off rapidly
dates for positions . on the football in the last few weeks after apparsquad thft year. This year's freshman ently having the pennant in the bag.
gridders are the first since the First They were coasting along easily and
World War to be eligible for varsity are now finding it difficult to get back
into high gear to cope with the St.
competition in the Ohio Conference.
Louis challenge.
Freshmen Are Experienced
One of the big, and rather unex-

Kenarden's intramural touch foot
ball season really got underway yes
terday when Fifth Section defeated
Sixth, 12-in a pouring rain. Fifth
scored once in the first half, on
pass, Sanborn to Homan, and again
in the second, Craven to Sanborn.
Both markers came on spectacular
catches. Sanborn sparked the winners
with his passing and running while
the fleet Dale Hudson shone for the
0,

losers.

Pennant Hungry Cardinals Overtake
Brooklyn in National League Drive

d

--

clubs for beginners in both. Archery
and hockey have been started by
Eleanor Kelsey and Betty Steiner.
Gloria Parker is leading modern
dance, for women, and social dancing
for both men and women. This latter
class is open to beginners only, and
will be held this Saturday in Bab- Some of these men working under
cock basement from 7 to 8 in the Coach Johnny Swigart have had con
siderable high school experience and
evening.
might see some service this year,, but
Coach Swigart said that as yet not one
of them has shown the smoothness
necessary for college competition.

DAY

National Bank

,

til

ong

Jewelry
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After a good night in bed (I won't
say sleeping) they devoured a hearty
breakfast, and . then separated into
committees, each of which planned
if. rmrfirnlar artivitiom (trBt
was
After dinner there was another general meeting, at which all the commi.
ttee-heads
gave their reports. The
finance committee gave the most notable one. They cut down the annual
budget by eighteen dollars and seventy-five
cents, in order to buy a defense
the returning lettermen are bond for posterity.
...
Captain Arch Duncan, Bob Lessing,
Since they have got back to school,
Dan Miles, Phil Hoffman and Bill
Pat Kline and Betty Py have organKoran. Holden, Fulkman, and Burns
ized tournaments in golf and tennis,
are freshmen who have had previous
open to all girls interested, as well as

Watch Repairing

."

-

IIP"

,

experience. Practices, which will be
held every Tuesday and Thursday eve
nings at 7:30 are open to all frosh
and upperclassmen interested.

Army reservists seem headed for the service at the end of this semester,
and it is being advocated that the marines and navy follow suit. Under this
the reservists will be called when they reach draft age, now twenty,
but likely soon to become eighteen. Most of the present male students
seem slated to be in the army befpre another fall arrives.
That a small college the size of Wooster could still find enough men
to make a football team after such draft regulations had been laid down,
appears very doubtful. Even if a team could be put together, there is the
problem of transportation, which may be a great deal more serious by
next year. We will all be sorry if Wooster does not have a football team.
but maybe it will also be a happy sign that Uncle Sam is buckling down to
the task at hand, and hurrying the day when there will be football games

11111

set-u- p,

'

Swimming candidates reported last
I uesday night to Coach Carl B. Mun- son for their, initial practice session
War conditions are forcing "Munse'
to assemble his material at. this early
date. He is hoping to stage most of
the meets before Christmas, vacation,
as some of the veteran mermen will
graduate in December. There is also
another problem involved, for! after
the first of next year it may be impos
sible to get transportation facilities.

---Am-

IPIfc Jt

1

worth had counted on failed to produce.
Beazley's record of nineteen victories may well spell the difference between first and second place for the
Cards.

v
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Swigart it Pessimistic
Football coaches are by nature pessimists. Most of the. low moaninn
that they bring forth are ruled out as merelv a sicn that it is autumn
just as surely as are the falling leaves. But don't be too willing to pass it
ore as idle chatter when Johnny Swigart sings the blues about his back-fiel- d
'
material.

A moment's thought gives one plenty of reasons for his backfield
troubles. Last year the three backfield mainstays were Kate, Ditch, and
Shinn; and at the other backfield poit, John Healey saw the most service..
None of them are back in school, and Bill Vigrass, a fine running back,
has also graduated.
This means that an entirely new backfield must be fashioned from canAl.
dates of whom only one, Don Halter, saw much service last year. This
snortage ot backs led Swigart to change Diedrick from an end to the
backfield. Diedrick must pick up a ereat deal in a short time to be much
help when the season starts.
Random Reporting of Sport Scene
Billy Conn has expressed his symoathv for Toe Louis as he embarked
on his training program for their forthcoming fight. His term for the
champion was a dead duck". It isn't likely that the Brown Bombr i. Join.
g
much
over the beating that Conn says is in store for him.
In spite of the sort of halo of invincibility that the soortinir worldhas hung around the champion's head, he is not unbeatable, and one of these
days he will fall before a younger, and probably lesser, man. Mavbe Conn
is that man.
Big Jim Kimbrough is giving the teams of the National Professional
Football League a first hand demonstration of his oroweas. The farmer
from the Lone Star state has repeatedly been the outstanding
performer in the games between- his service team and the Drofessionals.
After graduating from college, Kimbrough disregarded National League
offers for his services and signed a lucrative contract to play with a team
which never materialized. When the team he had signed with fell through,
he was out in the cold as far as professional football was concerned.
floor-pacin-

--

All-Americ-

an

-

USO Receives Proceeds of

Tilt

Wright-Patterso- n

School Adds Obstacles

BROKEN LENSES

DUPLICATED

The USO will receive all proceeds,

Campus carpenters are busy building equipment for the men's new
physical education program. Wood
en fences and 10 foot drops for use
in obstacle racing are under construction in the old bookstore carpenter
shop. These structures will be erected
in Galpin park and on the new
athletic field.

expenses, from Wooster's
football contest with .the
Service team ""From Wright-Pattersb- h
field, if plans now being considered by
the ' athletic department materialize.
At present Coach Boles is waiting approval of this project by higher authorities. The Wright-Patterso- n
game
is scheduled for Nov. 21.
over-gam-

e

post-seaso-

n

i

1

White Lenses....Jf2.00 to $2.50
Tinted Lenses....?2.50 to J3.00
Frames repair ed "while you watt

W. T. WATSON
153 E.

Optometrist
Liberty St.
Phone 51

pected factors in the Cards' drive,
has been the effective pitching of
rookie Johnny Beazley. Should the
Cardinals win the flag, Beazley would
undoubtedly become a strong candidate for the award of most valuable
player of the year, even though it is
Another new face on the squad this not customary to give the honor to
first year men. He bridged the gap
year is Cal Buchanan, a transfer stuin Billy Southworth's pitching staff
dent from Hanover college, Indiana,
when some of the hurlers that South- -
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5.00

Have Been Making Photographs for 49 Years

DAWSON
PHOTOGRAPHER
PHONE 145

Only a Parker gives you: extra large Ink capacity . . . original
pocket-levMilitary Clip
and the Blue Diamond life
Contract Guarantee. Visit your pen dealer today!

Stetson Playboy
-

It's Americans Most

HICK

MISTER

...

Speed more speed! And whether you.face new duties at college, or
are getting set for a job in the Semcea Parker Pen helps speed
every writing assignment. Parker Pens contain no robber sac . . . hold
more ink than the average of three
n
e
ease and balance of the Parker are a revelation. That satin.
... FMsmooth tip of osmiridium won't wear scratchy in lifetime! Visit your
pen counter. Try the amazing new Parker "51 with the "51 Ink
that dries as you write! See the famous Parker Vacumatic Pens; too.
.
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Fortnightly Will
Frosh Hats Grow Heavy Alter Saturday'syictory
lEsquir&Eoll Ratings ofAssets. .
Which Cuts Wearing Time to Only 70 More Days
Induct Members
And Faults Will Help Determine
At Next Meeting
Shows Scholars
Desirability of Prospective Bride
An initiation of new members

Honor Roll For
Last Semester

.

.

.

.

'

(

will

be held at the first meeting of the
The honor roll for the Mcond se- Fortnightly music society, Monday,
school fear Sept. 21. Dick Weldon, Dorothy
mester of the 1941-4- 2
shows that 18 students had A in eV' Henderson, and George Mulder
'are
ery court. They arc:
in charge of planning the program.
Senior
9: James Berry, Stanley
Newcomers to the society are Gloria
Coaxes, Ruth Hileman, Erdine Max
Spencer, Priscilla Hughes, Betty Mil'
well, Martha Milbunv and Marjori
ler, Dorothy Dunlap, Helen Freund,
Owen.
Donald Sonnedecker, Arthur Palmer,
Junior 1: Betsy Ross.
Arden Brubaker, Bob Moreland, Wil
Sophomores 9: Ruth Allen, Ag liam Steiner, and Clark Weygandt.
nes Dungan, William Havener, KenOfficers elected for the year 1942
neth Hovanic, Margaret Neely, Marie 43 are Charles Sommers, president;
Thede, Ellen Vaugh, Eleanor Web Grace Ohki,
Rachael
ster, and Margaret Welsh,
Schobert, secretary; George Mulder,
Freshmen 2: William Benson and treasurer; Martha Milburn, ' program
Helen Fruend.
chairman; and Eileen Palmer, social
Those students having no grades be- chairman.
low B for this ''same period of time
vice-preside-

are:

V

f

"

life:

....

SEF,

j

:

horse-and-rid-

best-out-of-thr-

er

ee

r,

i

Ecel-barge-

horse-and-rid-

Drink
Gum
And your own pet aversions
proportionately.

Kindness
Affection
Domesticity
Equability . .
Sympathy
Friendliness
Humility
Demonstrativeness

20 -

40

30

20

1

5

10
5

8.

50
10

8

Compliments

6

of

Coal and Builders' Supplies
g

Total
HEALTH

45

Maternal aptitude
General
Heredity

15
15
10

Total
JUKING

40

Dancing
Sex
Manners
Smoke
Risque

20
10

6
3
1

10
8

75

.

Total

30

AMUSEMENTS
Quiet
Bridge
Active
Cards

7
7
3
2

Chess

Back to School

1

Total

Jewelry

20

Clever Designs in

Leather, Wood, or Fur
Beauty at Popular Prices

59c - $1.00

PHONE 221

Woodhue
Perfume & Cologne

CUIIIIIIIGHAII'S

by Faberge
Suitable for boy or girl

SHOP

BEAUTY

Opposite Wooster Theatre
21014 E. Liberty St.

Snyder Studio

IIIII

20'

.

.

Natural

m

4
80

GRAY and SON

Subtlety,
Reticence
...Silence
Wit

WANT AD

-

7

Total
40
CONVERSATION

COLOR FILM

For

All freshman men and women interested in debates, panel discussions,
round table and open-foruprograms
are invited to attend and become
members. The club meetings will be
held each Monday evening through
the year. They begin promptly at
7 and will be adjourned promptly
at

8
8

'

Striking-lookin-

COUNTER

AT
FBEEDLAIIDEBS

15
10
8

Face

Meets

ge

'

5
5
5

Height
Hair

,

all-colle-

'

The first meeting of the Freshman
Debate and Discussion club will be
held Monday evening, Sept. 2 8, at
7i00 in room 6, Taylor hall. At this
time he work and plant for the vear
will be explained by Prof. Emerson
W. Miller, of the speech department,
who is the sponsor of the freshman
organization.

Legs

40

0

Freshman Debaters
Discuss Fall Plans

15
10
10
10
8
8
7
7

BEAUTY
Taste
Figure

Hayride

German

350-40-

4

90

Make-u- p

net

5

105

Total

CHAPEL

Sponsor

W.

net

400 net
POSSIBILITY OF IMPROVING
net
FORGET
under 350 net
By ESQUIRE

5
5

Total

45

'

475-49-

7

BREEDING
Charm Manners
Experience
Family
Religion

0n

10
10
5
5

Catty

PASSING

8

Total
DISPOSITION

er

50

1- 0-

500

8
8

james
80

15

ONE IN A MILLION

Art

d,

Vain
Untidy
Too neat- Jealous

20
10
10

Books
Criticism
Taste
Logic
Education
Perception
Music

:

35
30
25

20

Total
INTELLIGENCE
Tact
Talent

v

40

Fun

Compromise
Cheerful
Initiative
90

4.

Considerate

Tolerant
Just

er,

sec-on-

P,EN

-

$1.25-$3.0-

Wooster

"

0

Annats

REPAIR MATERIALS MAY SOON

BE UNOBTAINABLE!

CITY TAXI RATES

kaal

R

THE RITZ, and LUCIENNE

LE-LON-

G

are luxuries we all use and
love. And we mustn't forget REV.
LON nail endmel and lipstick. On
the other side of the aisle you will
find GLENTEX scarfs and FLOR
ENCE WALSH dickeys and neck.
wear. On the jewlery counter you will
see such names as RICHELIEU
pearls and. ROYAL cos
tume jewlery.
FRUIT OF THE LOOM, and
t
WILENDUR linens, CANNON tow
els, KENNITH
curtains,
COCH
KANE CLEAR COLOR rugs are still
more names you've heard about at
noma.
From the list above you can see
that Freeulanders aims to please and
satisfy the desires of the college student by carrying the kind of merchandise that they and we know is
reliable. All you have to do is ask
for it, and they'll have it
CMS
--

SAT-ENINOR-

.

"

50
50
50

PERFECT

Generous
Loyal
Agreeable
Forgiving

J

.i

.

.

COMPANION

105

Hold
Services in Chapel

'

Selfish
Adviser
Bossy
Lazy

.

nt;

Nagging
Ailing

(

!

Seniors
44: Margaret Ahrens,
Choir to
Clifford Alexander, James Bean, Eu
gene Beem, Robert Black, Jack Bol
lens, Lois Boop, David Brown, Ruth
Campbell, Mary Louise Chalfant,
aunday evening rorum will coMary Elizabeth dark, Jocelyn Don operate with Westminster church next
aldson, Robert Dunlap, Margaret
Sunday evening at 7 p.m. for a Ves'
tit,-Lois Grove, Paid Gruber, per Service in the Chapel. Martha
Catherine Helbig, Max Hellman, Ar- Milburn will be the soloist. After-Ward- s
thur Hoge, Harriet "Hostetter- ,- Lois
Waving theirJFrosh j:aps are left to right above: James Meyers, Wilbur Franks Jr., and Edward Holden.
there will be a fellowship hour
Courtesy Record.,
Lambie, Virginia Lee, Barbara Mc- - in lower Kauke. All are cordially inMcCreight,
Dane vited to theyesper service and the
ConnelL3fartha
The Frosh don't have to wear their
Gervasio.
pomtsforfirat. place, . three for
McVay, Marcus Naylor, Mary Os- - social hour.
'
caps any longer than Thanlwgivihg
President Gervasio states that the
for
point
and
one
for
third
two
born, Thomas Perkins, Norma Powell,
Dr. Aileen Dunham gave a bird's this year.- - Saturday morning, they de- fourth.
first installment has been paid to the
Dorothy Reed, Dorothy Robins, Mareye view of the progress of the in feated the Sophs in the annual Sack
Student Senate on the debt incurred
the
Sophomores
captured
The
tha Robinson, Elizabeth Rohrabaugh, ternational situation during this sum Rush. In other years, the event has
event, their only victory of by the M.S.G.A. last year as a result
John Shriver, Bertha Spooner, Bonita mer at last Sunday's Forum,
been scored on the
sack rush was a draw. of their formal. The money was raised
the
day.
The
Spooner, Louise Stewart, Gerald Stry-kesystem, but this year for the first time,
Gaver
"Slick"
ran away with the ob- by withholding half of the fifty-cen- t
Mary, Jane Whitcomb, Jeanne Bindley, Robert Borland,
Robert a point system was used to score the
Freshmen
also took the refund usually made when the men
stacle
race.
White, Ruthmary Woolf, Lewis Yates, Bricker, Robert Brown, Paul Churton, annual classic.
leaving turn in their keys at the end of the
second
positions,
and
third
and Howard Yergin.
r,
Don Coates, Martha Coile, Pa61
the
to a Sophomore. At spring semester. The residents of
fourth
the
spot
winning
The
team
47: Geraldine Arnold,
Juniors
Jean Emery, Ruth Gilbert,
event won five points; the team the finish, the score stood at ll'2 Kenarden decided upon this action
Robert August, William Barr, Grayce Betty Gourley, Russel Haley, Dwight
the sack rush, five points. for the Freshmen and 8V2 for the last year by a petition.
winning
Brittain, John Clay, Lois Clowes, Wil Hanna, Louise Harper, Eleanor Ho
The first meeting of the new school
liam Coffev. RuuaII
Rnkort man, Julian Johnson, Robert Kendall, Since the Student Senate rope could Sophomores. The entire event was
will be held tonight in KenEdwards. . Elinor Ehrman. Tobn Fir. Lois Kolmorgfh, Foster Lewis, Albert not be located, a trip over the obstacle sponsored by the M.S.G.A., under year
lounge at 10;!?.
arden
president
Tony
guson, Harold Grady, James Grady, Linnell, James MacMillan, Patricia course was substituted. This won four the - supervision - of Barbara Haas, William Hail, Anne Marker, Margaret Martens, Mary Vir.
Harms, Elizabeth Harper, Betty Jean ginia Miller, George Mulder, Ernest Y.M.-Y.Big Four Opens Rooms
Horner, Priscilla Hughes, Robert Ir- - Muller, Frederick Pfouts, Virginia
For Students' Activities
Thursday, Sept. 17 Special music.
vin,' Walter Krumm, William Mcyi Powell, Joel Pratt, Ruth Rawson, Nan.
All-Colle- ge
Connell, Elizabeth Mackey, John Mel cy Ruth, James Smucker, Alfred
Friday, Sept. 18
Convocation, nolin, Marjorie Mills, Clarice Miraldi, Spreng, Betty Steiner, Robert Thorn,
Bob Moreland, president of the
tices, and student meetings. ' '
Robert Moreland, Alice Neff, Robert as, Carolyn Trump, Phyllis Van Du-zer- ,
Dick Craven, president of the cam- Monday, Sept. 21 Cello music by Big Four, has announced that the
Neff, Anita Ogden, Grace Ohki, Eil
pus Y.M.C.A. called that organizaand Barbara Woodward.
social rooms in Kauke ' hall will be
Mr. Davis.
een Palmer, George Phelps, Joanne - Freshmen 38: George Bell, Mary tion's first meeting of the current
open every evening from 7 to 10 and
Powell, Elizabeth Py, Lucie Simon, Chandler, Betty Lou Dickens, Ralph school year last night in Douglass Tuesday, Sept. 22 Convocation, no- Sunday from 2 to 5
except when
tices, and student meetings.
Jack Strang, Jean Stratton, Fannie Donaldson, Frederick Evans, Mar. lounge. The plans discussed at the
needed for Big Four activities. The
Tekushan, Elizabeth Vandersall, Lew garet Goldsmith, Florence Hansen, M meeting will not be ready to break Wednesday, Sept. 23 Dr. Langdon game rVm will also be open every
White:
is Van de Visse, Alice Walker, Tillie Guy Hardin, Nancy Helm, Mary until' next week.
evening from 7 to 10 excepting SunWalker, Robert West, June Whitmer, Alice Holt, Janis Howe, Clair Kline,
day evening, and will be supervised by
Saturday night, the combined' forcLois Wilson, and Douglas Zook,
Ellen Kline, Lottie Kornfeld, Virginia es of the Y.M. and Y.W. are sponvolunteers from' the Big Four organSophomores
41: Jane Atkinson, Kroehle, Christine Lash, William Ly- ization.
Club
soring a hayride. Everyone is invited
Edith Beck, Virginia Beifuss, Joe tle, Olive McKenzie, Donald Meisel,
and urged to turn out to help the Y
Virginia Miller, Helen Murray, Win- and to have a good time doing it.
The first meeting of the German
ona Northrup, Jean Pierce, Margaret The wagons will leave from in front
Senate Holds Vic Dance
under., the ..direction of Prof.
club,.,
" "
Rath, Janet Reid, John Renner, Lou- of the chapel
'
at 7:30.
Schreiber, will be held Monday, Sept.
ise Rolling, Marion Saunders, Muriel
21 in the basement of Babcock hall.
The Student Senate will sponsor its
Shutt, Martha Sommer, Margaret
SHOP-WIS- E
vie dance this SaturThe
program will consist of a puppet first
Stoll,
Esther
Swan,
Swinney,
Jeanne
"
'
Phyllis Uher, Virginia Wach, Ralph Fellowship Meets Sunday show, "Hansel and Gretel",' complete day, Sept. 19. The dance will be held
with music. Election of officers will in Babcock from 8 to 11 p.m. Earl
Wagner, Mary Jane West, and Don"Christians' in. a World at War" also take place. All members and Nelson and Bill Joseph will alternate
ald Zavala.
Of course you want to feel sure
will be the subject of the Student those interested are urged to be pres- for the year's schedule in furnishing
that you can get the same things here
Fellowship meeting Sunday morning ent. The meeting wiH begin at 7:00. the records for these dances.
at school as you could at home; so
at 9:30 in the Big Four room in lower
here is a list of nationally advertised
Kauke.
r
11,500 Families Will
merchandise that is carried for you by
All upperclassmen are invited to
Freedlanders.
the
third in this series of meetings
Read Your
ARROW seems to be a popular
on that subject.
name among you' fellows. On the
For all sized cameras.
main floor in the Men's Section you
can find a complete line in Arrow
Now you can enjoy
IN THE
shirts, ties, handkerchiefs, and underwear, HlCKOK jewlery, suspendThe Original
Your Pictures in
DAILY RECORD
ers, and belts, HOLEPROOF hosiery,
COOPER JOCKEY SHORTS, and
Color
Q-"- By
OHAMBURGER
Three Lines For.
McGREGOR sportswear are all favor.
The Bag Full"
ite names. ' The sports' department
We are authorized to service your color film.
3 0c
would like to announce that they've
LEAVE YOUR PRINT ORDERS AT
been lucky enough to have a good
Phone 118 or Bring Your Ad
stock of WRIGHT and DITSON
sports equipment including plenty of
To The Record Office
HAMBURGER
tennis and golf balls.
Going up to the third floor names
.
CAMERA AND GIFT SHOP
like JOAN KENLEY, and SHIP'N
1 i EAST LIBERTY at BEVER
PHONE 16
SHORE blouses, TISH-U-KNI- T
SWEATERS, BARBIZON,, SEAM- mure, ana vain
I a lingerie,
A Zone On or South of University, 20c, 1 pass.
5c each add.
EVE CARVER, and McKETTRICK
B Zone North of University to Elm Drive inch, 25c, 1 pass.
dresses, SHAGMOOR, and HIRSH-MAU5c each add.
C Zone North of Elm Drive or to City Limits, 30c, 1 pass.
coats and the ever popular
5c each add.
PELL MELL rain coats, along with
each
10c
5c
stop
from
additional
and
Midnight
to 6:00 A.M.
FOWNES, and VAN RAALT gloves,
KAYSER hose and TRIMFIT ankle
socks are some more popular names
Wooster, Ohio
for all of us. COTY, CHARLES OF
Eis-enberg-

DEDUCTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)
over 400 rates a trip to the church,
and if she's over 475 RUSH her there
by wire, plane, or long distance
phone. But naturally if she tops 495,
forget her: she's either married, Myr-n- a
Loy, or a pipe dream. Your luck
doesn't run to that. You may shoot
yourself if you wish,
SCORING TABLE FOR A
PROSPECTIVE BRIDE
Group
Her
Values
Value Score

ALL WOOL ZEPHERDOWN
47c Per Oz.

WOOSTER

and Trust Company

THEATRE

FRI.-SA-

C. G.

7 oz. will make a Brooks Sweater, costing

Virgin Wool

WILLIAMS.....President
CORRELL....l.Vice-presiden- t

C. I.

and Trust Officer

GOOD SELECTION OF COLORS
This is 100

Commercial Banking

,W.
C.

J. KING

... Ass't Cashier

HELEN E. ALLSPAUGH
Ass't Cashier

'

Woolcrcrf t Shop
Southeast Corner Public Square

Upstairs

Monday we will be closed on account of religious holiday

ialiiiM

Sergeant York"
JLen repair parts

Cashier and Secretary

E

All Instructions Free

Gary Cooper in
fiMii!! I

J. BERTOLETTE

3.29
:

Two Hits

T.

SUNDAY. MONDAY
Betty Grable

John Payne
Victor Mature

'

Parker Quink containing solv-x- . A sensational discovery of Parker scientists,
Quink eliminates fears of pen failure
due to faulty inks. Ends gumming and
clogging. Cleans as it writes! Ask your
dealer for amazing new Parker Quink
with solv-- Smooth-flowinParker Quink gives added
pleas ur to writing.

in
MEMBER
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
.

.

"Footlight Serenade"

Corporation

1

S.

Mary Astor

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
OHIO CENTRAL TELEPHONE CORP.

-

Humphrey Bogart

faster-dryingne- w

g,

x.

eon. mi. tni
TUES.-WED.-THUR-

are getting as scarce

as "A" grades. Pens that fail now may
be out for th. "duration. That's why you
are urged to take this protective mets-- .
ure: flush your pen and fill it with new

ruai

pis

caumu

NEW PARKER QUINK h th
only Ink containing tolv-- x.
Eliminate the cause of most pan falluriti

1. The solv-- x In new Parker Quink
dissolves sediment and gummy deposits left by Inferior Inks. Cleans
your pen as it writes!
i
2. Quink with solv-prevents the
rubber rot and corrosion caused by
strongly acid writing fluids.
x

ISt, 25(, and up. Made by the maker
of famous Parker Pent. 7 COLORS:
Black,
Royal Blue, Green,
Violet Broun, Red. WASHABLE
Blue-blac-

k,

or PERMANENT.

Parkerf7-

-

"Across The Pacific"
.

,

C0WTA1WS

SOLT--

X

tUX'

-

